The Extended Programme Note
Not A Tosser
What is it? Come in, escape from reality and witness the most marvellous living creature. The concealer of
all collections an accumulator of all clutter. Do not mistake this compromiser for a tosser.
Not a Tosser, is a performance installation which aims to explore the relationship between the
accumulator and their objects and highlight the ridiculousness of one's clutter collecting, by researching
the way in which people retain objects of apparent little value. This performance discovers the human
need to retain objects which have an emotional rather than a practical value to its possessor. The reason
why people retain certain items which have no material worth, are driven by an array of different factors;
these can range from the emotional relationship between the item and it's possessor, for example, a
souvenir of a memorable occasion, or because of a primitive instinct within human nature which may
suggest that the individual is inclined to meticulously retain objects, which he or she feels may be of use
in the future.
The objects that I have chosen to work with within the piece are of my own accumulation: my father's
clothes, car parts, wires, records, video tapes, a baby blanket, a Barbie doll, a pair of clogs and other
clutter; these objects are all in effect useless junk however precious some may seem. The process initially
started with smaller objects, such as: key-rings, brooches, coins, written letters and knotted costume
jewellery, which were found in an old jewellery box hidden within a space; when reacquainting myself
with such objects a great sense of nostalgia became apparent as each souvenir generated its own
narrative (Stewart, 1993, p.135). Stewart (1993, p.23) describes that:
nostalgia is a sadness without an object, a sadness in which creates a longing that of necessity is
inauthentic because it does not take part in lived experience. Rather, it remains behind and
before that experience. Nostalgia, like any form of narrative, is always ideological: the past it
seeks has never existed except as a narrative, and hence, always absent, that past continually
threatens to reproduce itself as a felt lack.

Through this feeling of nostalgia, the narrative for each object became apparent. The objects in my
performance are metonymic, and are not homomaterial (Stewart, 1993, p.136); their value can be
compared to Stewarts discussion of the Eiffel Tower souvenir and its narrative. Stewart (1993, p.136)
explains that:
if I purchase a plastic miniature of the Eiffel Tower as a souvenir of my trip to Paris, the object is
not a homomaterial one; it is representation in another medium. But whether the souvenir is a
material sample or not, will still exist as a sample of the now-distanced experience which the
object can only evoke and resonate to, and can never entirely recoup.

Like the object of the plastic Eiffel Tower has nothing to do with the real Eiffel Tower, it may instead
evoke an experience of that particular trip. Objects seen in my work such as the Mini Cooper part does
not pertain to being part of a car; the narrative is, that it was linked to my late father who's hobby was to
renovate classic cars. The large clogs which I also use have no relevance to Greece where they were
purchased, but their narrative leads to my aunt who had them as a young woman and has passed them to
me. Stewart (1993, p.136) continues to explain that 'within the operation of the souvenir, the sign of
functions not so much as object to object, but beyond this relation, metonymically, as object to
event/experience'. The understanding of Stewarts concept that the 'souvenir distinguishes experience'
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(1993, p.135), aided my decision making when choosing objects of ''otherness'' that would highlight the
ridiculousness of the collected clutter - hereinafter termed the souvenir.
At this stage, I began experimenting with the notion that if the souvenir is metonymic is it changeable and
questioned if I could alter its meaning and narrative so that is it no longer metonymic but is an exact and
not an allusion? I thought about the somewhat primitive response in which we keep souvenirs that we
feel may prove useful in the future; the Neanderthal collected many objects such as lead and transported
them long distances in order to create new objects such as tools or jewellery (Muller and Shrenk, 2008,
p.84). I decided to explore this within my practice and create new souvenirs out of souvenirs. For
example, in my performance you will see the clogs used as pockets and a platform shoe made out of a
Mini Cooper Stereo and broken house phone. There was a somewhat primitive feeling that became
apparent during this exploration; I had initially during the beginning of my research explained that the
reasons why people accumulate their souvenirs is of a primitive instinct within human nature.
The idea of space was becoming significantly more important as the process developed; the notion of the
visible and invisible spaces in which objects are stored. The concealing of souvenirs is almost bestial and
unconscious: it is easier to store souvenirs in boxes than to make a conscious decision to toss them away.
When describing the Concealer, Baird (2002, p.15) explains:
the Concealer is similar to the Accumulator, but his stuff is neatly packed away or hidden so that an outsider won't
catch on to the fact that he has clutter too. The Concealer loves storage containers of all types: boxes, baskets, bins,
canisters, containers, file cabinets, and crates. His items are often neatly stacked and carefully labelled.

Bairds description of the Concealer, brought to my attention how I found my accumulated souvenirs:
placed in a space within a space a 'centre within a centre' (Stewart, 1993, p.151). By placing objects within
such spaces such as loft's and garages, merely highlights the point that the object is to some extent
inaccessible, but yet, the fact that the object remains in the possession of the individual can bring a
degree of comfort. In essence, the object is placed at the back of the person's mind where it is 'out-ofsight' without being completely forgotten (Baird, 2002, p.20). From this idea I decided that I would
exaggerate the space in which we store such souvenirs and create a giant box in which the audience can
enter the invisible space and witness the ridiculousness of our clutter concealing. The particular spacing of
the giant box within the space is also significant, as it portrays the notion a box in which has been placed
and 'having been forgotten, and abandoned in a corner' (Bachelard, 1994, p.142).
As part of my process, I have taken the ideas of a small section of Herman Hesse's Steppenwolf - The
Magic Theatre: the box has become my own Magic Theatre in which I, as the Concealer, am confronted
with the reality of my collection the useless objects have restricted my freedom of movement. The human
body has now become the object, the other, the P.T Barnumesque hidden museum character.

To be seen at all hours at Barnum's Museum.
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